
This is a common workshop tool we use in JYCA to make the political personal. It is best used not as an isolated 
activity, but in the context of a full workshop. Contact info@jyca-justice.org to bring the Adultism workshop to your 
institution.

Much of the ways in which we think about young people have become entirely normalized and even supported 
institutionally, so it becomes difficult to recognize and understand its impact and damage.  

Please note this activity may take you out of your comfort zone.  We believe it is important to go deeper in order 
to understand oppression and its impact on people.  However, we want everyone to understand that no one is obligated to 
share more than they are ready to share.  (When doing this in an older or mixed age group): Most questions will be about 
when you were young, a few will be about your present life, but for all of them you can think about both concurrently.

We will be doing the activity silently and will get a chance to de-brief afterwards.  Be sure to notice how you’re 
feeling and who else is or is not in the circle.

Please Step into the circle if During Your Youth: (Youth only groups, just say “Please Step into the Circle”)
Your dress or appearance was ever criticized by an adult 
You have ever been called stupid or been made to feel less intelligent by an adult 
A teacher ever humiliated you  
Please stay or step in the circle if as an educator you have ever taken out external frustrations on young people
An adult ever ignored you when you tried to tell them something  
Please stay or step in the circle if you have done this as an adult to a young person
You have ever been told you were too young to understand  
Your personal privacy was invaded in any way by an adult
You have ever been lied to by an adult.  
You have ever been cheated out of money by an adult
You were ever paid less than an adult for doing equal work 
You were ever stopped by the police on the street
You were left for a long period of time, left alone when you didn’t want to be, or abandoned by an adult
You have ever been physically restrained, trapped, or put on restriction by an adult
You were ever yelled at by an adult 
 Please stay or step in the circle if you have done this as an adult to a young person
An adult ever physically threatened you
You have ever been held/ touched by an adult in a way when you didn’t want to be
If your opinions were ever discounted as too childish or naïve  
Please stay or step in the circle if you have done this as an adult to a young person
If you were ever told that being young is the best time of your life
If you were ever told that life and the “real world” doesn’t really start until after high school
If you were ever told not to cry by an adult
If as a young person you had an educator who really supported and encouraged you
Activity sources: JYCA staff and youth have edited this activity over the years with support from Paul Kivel’s activity “Learning 
Adultism and the Power Chart Exercise.” www.paulkivel.com
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